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i PRODUCTION OF RED CEDAR FOR PENCIL WOOD,

INTRODUCTION.

One of the most common articles in everyday use is the lead p(^n-

cil. Something like 315,000,000 pencils are manufactured in the

United States each year, and the industry is steadily growing. In

the manufacture of these 315,000,000 pencils there are required

109,000 tons or 7,300,000 cubic feet of wood, so that each day in the

year 300 tons or 20,000 cubic feet of wood are used for pencils. By
far the greater part of this wood is red cedar. Its softness, straight

grain, and freedom from defects render it peculiarly adapted to the

purpose, and a suitable substitute has never been found. Indeed, it

is doubtful if any other wood-using industry is so dependent upon a

single species as the pencil industry is dependent upon red cedar.

To realize the scarcity of pencil material, it is only necessary to

visit the cedar mill yards where are now being used old rails and
small and knotty logs, which a few years ago would not have been

considered. How long the supply will last is hard to say, but it is

certain that some of the mills now in operation must shut down
inside of a dozen years, and this regardless of any measures which may
be taken in the meantime to protect the young growth.

THE WOOD AND ITS USES.

The requirements for lead-pencil material are very exacting. A
soft wood, even and straight grained, free from defects, and one which

will not check or warp, is essential. The heartwood of red cedar

fulfills these requirements and is, besides, very durable. The quality

of the heartwood, however, varies widely throughout the tree's range.

Even local conditions influence its texture. As an example of local

variation, the heartwood of cedar which grows on hummocks and

on low ground is decidedly of better quality than that of trees which

grow on the upland. It has a more uniform dark red color, is softer,

and contains very little white rot, or "polecat" wood, which occurs

frequently in upland cedar. It is said by the pencil companies that

the cedar found near its western range in Texas and Arkansas has a

flinty texture, which gives it a poor grade and often relegates its use

to penholders. Another defect, known as "bird's eye," often occurs

in the cedars of both upland and hummocks. This blemish is a small

black speck running from heart outward, and is really an old, dormant
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bud Its effect on the quality of pencils depends on the size and

frequency of the bird's eyes, but as a rule it does not seriously deterio-

rate the value of the wood.
While the heartwood of cedar is the material chiefly used for pencils,

sapwood is often used for penholders. The demand for these, hov/-

ever, does not warrant the utilization of all the sapwood. It is

therefore the practice of most mills to let the logs lie in the mill yard
for several years, while the sapwood decays. This method allows the

heartwood to mellow and season into better quality.

With the rigid demands of the pencil industry for clean heartwood,

it is little wonder that the percentage of mill waste is unavoidably

enormous. The waste varies with the quality and size of the timber.

With the present timber the waste in cubic feet averages nearly 70

per cent, while in weight it is nearly 90 per cent. This refuse has

little market other than for fuel, and most of it is given away.

Though the greater part of each year's output of red cedar is used
for pencils, this is not by any means its on\j use. The exceptional

physical qualities of the wood have caused its utilization for posts,

poles, and ties, for which the poorer grades will serve, and for buckets,

cigar boxes, and veneering, which, like pencils, require heartwood of

the better grades. Yet the amount of cedar consum.ed in the manu-
facture of buckets, cigar boxes, and the like is comparatively small

and is growing less as the supply of wood decreases. The pencil com-
panies can afford to pay stumpage prices that are prohibitive to the

other industries, and they thus furnish a ready market for all cedar of

good quality. Pencil mills are scattered in every Southern State

where the source of supply promises to hold out longest with the least

possible expense for transportation. In this way one industry is

gradually monopolizing the supply.

Though the supply of cedar suitable for pencils has been greatly

depleted, and though it is certain that before long it will be practically

exhausted, no steps have been taken to provide for a future supply.

It was therefore the object of the study, the results of which are con-

tained in this circular, to devise some method by which a future supply

of cedar might be secured. The region covered by the stud}^ com-
prised the States of Florida, Alabama, and Tennessee, where conditions

are believed to be typical of those affecting red cedar throughout its

commercial range.

THE TREE.

Two species of red cedar are dealt with: The southern form,

Juniperus harhadensis, and the northern form, Juniperus virginiana.

The first is distinguished from the second by its more pendulous

ultimate branchlets and its slightly smaller fruit, which contains on

the average fewer seeds. Since these are practically the only points of

difference, and since in commercial use the two species are classed

as one, they will not in this circular, be treated separately.
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COMMERCIAL RANGE.

The commercial range of red cedar extends from the Ohio River on
the north, as far east as eastern Tennessee and central Georgia, as far

south as Tampa Bay on the west coast of Florida, and as far west as

eastern Texas and western Arkansas. The tree almost invariably

grows in mixture with hardwoods, and only in rare instances is it

found in pure stands. In the Florida hummocks the chief associates

of cedar are live oak, hickory, magnolia, red gum, and palmetto.

Among these, cedar once grew to large size, but excessive cutting has

taken out most of the large trees, leaving seedlings and saplings scat-

tered beneath a dense cover of hardwoods and vines, where the youns;

growth, notwithstanding its tolerance, has little chance for develop-

ment. On the uplands farther north the principal associates are

oaks, hickory, and elm. Only rarely is it found with pine. Among
the hardwoods, cedar often forms from 50 to 60 per cent of the stand,

and this proportion, under normal conditions, is increasing.

SILVICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

Form.—In the hummocks, where the soil is deep and fresh and
the stand unbroken, red cedar is tall, straight, narrow-crowned, and

has a well-pruned, graduall}^ tapering bole. It is here that it reaches

its greatest size. Since all the largest trees have been removed, the

only basis upon w^hich to determine the size which the tree will attain

was the dimension of logs in mill yards, where some measured 36

inches in diameter at base. The used length of many of these was 80

feet, and when the top is added, this would make a total height of at

least 100 feet. Cedar trees in stands of similar density on uplands,

in good soil, are usually shorter, wider-crowned, and have shorter

clear lengths, due to the presence of a smaller number of intolerant

species that are crowding them..

Open-grown cedar is of little value for commercial use except for

posts and poles. It has a wide and heavy crown, a bole that is rough

and fluted, with almost no clear length, and limbs so close together

that no pencil block can be obtained between them.

The root system of cedar varies with the soil depth, but is usually

very shallow and widely branched.

Moisture and soil requirements.—For its actual existence red cedar

is modest in its demands upon soil and moisture. It will grow on the

driest exposures where the soil is but a shallow layer, or even in rock

crevices. Such situations, however, never produce good trees. For

its best development cedar requires a fresh, moderately deep, well-

drained soil which may vary in composition from loamy clay, the

usual upland soil, to a sandy, calcareous one, characteristic of the
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hummocks and bottomlands. In many respects the bottomland soil

is preferable, since it is never in danger of baking, and through its

thick humus layer it is very rich and retains moisture well. One of

the dangers to cedar on this soil is floods. A flood of short duration

affects the trees only slightly, but prolonged swampy conditions soon

kill young cedar and ultimately exterminate the old trees.

Rate of growth.—The trees measured to determine the rate of

growth were what might be called ^Himber run/' i. e., the average

run, excluding badly suppressed trees which would not give a fair

average for even-aged and well-spaced stands.

Forest-grown trees include those which have grown in a forest of

average density. In most cases the stands were from 50 to 60 per

cent cedar, the remainder hardwoods. The situation varied from

coves and ra^dnes to flat uplands. In all instances the soil was mod-
erately deep.

Open-grown trees include those which have grown more or less in

the open, though distinguished from the typical open grown by a

short, clear length which is doubtless due to brush cover during seed-

ling stage.

Early suppressed trees are those which are forest-grown, but which

differ markedly in growth through their suppression for the first

twenty-five years by high crown cover, which was then removed.

Table 1 compares the rate of diameter growth breasthigh at vari-

ous ages in the three classes.

It will be seen that the open-grown trees have the best diameter

growth until the fiftieth year, after which the forest-grown gradually

gain with an almost uniform rate of growth. A striking feature is the

ability of the early suppressed trees to recuperate after suppression,

and at 80 years to be almost even with those forest-grown.

Table 1.

—

Relation of diameter hreasthigJi to age.

Years.

Diameter.

Forest- Open- Early-
grown. grown. suppressed.

Inches. Inches. Inches.
10 0.4 1.0 0.2

20 2.7 3.9 1.3

30 5.0 '6.9 2.7
40 7.1 9.3 4.4

50 9.0 11.2 6.5

60 10.7 12.8 8.9
70 12.3 14 3' 11.4

80 14.0 15.6 13.9

90 15.7

Table 2 shows that the used length, clear length, and total height

at all diameters are greatest for forest-grown trees. It also shows

that their used length includes a smaller top diameter than that of

open-grown trees, a result of having the knots spaced farther apart.
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Used length, clear length, and total height at different diameters of forrst-
grown and open-grown cedar.

Diame-
ter

breast-

Used length. Clear length. Total height.

Forest- Open- Forest- Open- Forest- Open-
W^h. grown. grown. grown. grown. grown. grown.

Inches. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet.
7 17 14 21 11 46 33
8 19 15 24 13 48 36
9 22 16 24 13 50 38
10 24 18 24 13 52 41

11 26 19 24 13 53 43
12 28 20 24 13 55 45
13 30 22 24 13 57 46

14 32 23 24 13 59 48

15 34 25 24 13 60 50
16 36 26 24 13 62 51

17 38 28 24 13 63 53

18 40 29 24 13 65 55
19 42 31 24 13 67 56
20 44 32 25 13 68 58
21 46 34 25 13 69 59
22 47 35 25 13 70 61

Table 3 shows the volume of fo^est-gro^vIl and open-;grown cedar at

different diameters.

Table 3.— Total volume of used length of cedar, excluding bark.

I

Diameter
breast-
high.

Volume.

Forest-
grown.

Open-
grown.

Inches.
6

7

8
9

10
11

12

13

14
15
16

17

18

19

20
21
22
23
24

Cubic feet.

2.5
3.7
5.2
7.0
9.0
11.5
14.2
17.3
20.7
24.5
28.7
33.5
38.5
44.2
50.2
56.8
63.8
70.8
78.3

Cubic feet.

2.0
2.9
4.0
5.4
7.0
8.8
10.9
13.4
16.1
19.4
23.0
27.0
31.2
36.3
42.0
48.0
54.0

The relation of the heartwood to the total volume of used length

is expressed in Table 4. The open-grown trees, by rapid early growth,

show the highest average per cent of heartwood for all diameters.

The early suppressed trees show much the least. This fact has an

important bearing on the silvicultural treatment, which should encour-

age growth during sapling and pole stage. Rapid diameter growth

in the older trees makes wider sapwood and therefore more waste.
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Table 4.

—

Percentage of heartwood in used length.

Heartwood.
Diameter
breast-
high.

Forest- Open- Early sup-
gTown. grown. pressed.

Inches. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

6

8

9

48
51

56
60

55
58
62

65 51

10 63 68 56
11 65 70 60
12 66 72 61

13 69 73+ 62+
14 71 75 63
15 72+ 76 63+
Ifi 74- 76 62+
17 74+ 77 62
18 75+ 78 61+
19 76+ 78 60+
20
21

22
23
24

1 i

78-
78
78+
79

78+
78+
79

In order to have some guide by which to space trees in planting,

the widths of crowns in forest-grown and open-grown cedar were

taken. Table 5 gives these comparative crown widths for ages over

40 years. The wider crowns found in the forest-grown trees over

80 years were due to openings made in the original crown cover.

Table 5.

—

ComparaUve crown wiaths of open-grown and forest-grown cedar at different

ages.

. Age.

Width of crown.

Forest-grown. Open-grown.

Years. Feet. Feet.

40 10 18
45 13 21

50 15 23

55 16 24
60 17 25
65 18 25
70 19 26
75 20 26
80 22 27
85 24 28
90 26 30

Hardiness; disease.—A tree like cedar, which can adapt itself +o

the varying conditions found in a wide range, is necessarily hard}^.

Fire is cedar's greatest enemy, since tJie thin bark of the tree offers

but little resistance to the flames. The damage from this source is

confined chiefly to the hummocks, where during the dry season fire

in the inflammable forest floor needs only a .start to spread over

large areas and to kill all seedlings and saplings in its path. Cattle-

men w^ho burn over grazing areas in the upland pineries are usually

responsible for the fires.
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Goats and hogs harm young cedars. These animals should be

excluded from cedar lands if the forest is to be managed on a paying

basis.

The diseases of red cedar are few and do little harm except to

cause greater mill waste. The cedar apple is freciuent, but of no
serious consequence. Red rot is a common disease of upland cedar,

and fully 15 per cent of trees 75 years old are afl'ected by it. The
rot seldom extends more than 8 or 10 feet up the tree from the base.

White rot is another disease found mostly in the upland trees. It

shows in the heartwood of the trees as white streaks from one-fourth

to 2 inches wide, and often runs two-thirds the length of the bole.

The streaks appear perfectly sound, but they are usually cut out as

waste.

REPEODUCTION.

The amount of seed borne by red cedar is governed largely by
locality and density of stand. The best trees which fruit are located

on the higher and more open areas, where the crowns have had full

development. Trees so situated may begin bearing when 12 yesiTS

of age, but maximum production is reached much later.

The seed ripens in the fall of the second year and begins falling

soon afterwards, though much remains on the trees imtil the follow-

mg spring. Since the fruit is a one or two seeded berry, it can not

be scattered by the wind like that of other conifers. For the most
part seedlings are found near seed trees in abundance, but elsewhere

they are widely and unevenly distributed, principally by birds.

Thorough seeding can not be depended upon for any definite area,

and an attempt to secure a new crop entirely by natural methods
is certain to fail.

Requirements for germination.—Heat and moisture are the chief

requirements for germination, and the degree in which these are

present governs largely the time required to germinate. The best

seed beds are^found on fresh, loamy soil with a good layer of humus.
The young seedlings are very hardy, and their tolerance of shade

enables them to thrive under nearly all hardwood associates, but

never under pure, fully stocked stands of the same species. Too
much moisture will kill young cedar, and a partial screen from the

light is essential during early development. Even tufts of grass

may serve as a protection from the sun's rays.

Seedling growth.—The development of the young cedar is depend-

ent largely on soil and light conditions. In Table 6 is given the

height growth of open and forest grown seedlings and saplings for

various ages. Most of the forest-grown reproduction was under

cover or partial cover of high underbrush and hardwoods, which

causes their height growth to fall below normal.
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Table 6.

—

Height growth of

Age.
Height.

Forest-grown. Open-grown.

Years. Feet. Feet.
1 0.2 0.3
2 .5 . 7

3 .8 1.2
4 1.1 1.7
5 L6 2.

'^

6 2.0 2.9
7 2.5 3.6
8 3.1 4.5
9 3.7 5.5

10 4.3 6.6
15 8.0 13.3
20 13.0 19.6
25 18.2 23.7
30 23.2 27.1
35 28.4
40 33.4

PRESENT LOGGING METHODS.

At present the available cedar is nearly all in the hands of private

owners, whose holdings var^^ in extent from small woodlots to large

tracts. From these owners the pencil companies purchase ihe mer-

chantable red cedar b}^ area, ton, or cubic foot. The basis for the

purchase is invariably an estimate by the company's cruiser.

The actual operations of logging are exceedingly simple and inex-

pensive. All trees of a suitable quality which measure 8 inches or

over breasthigh are considered merchantable. Very few trees

under this diameter are cut, although there is no fast rule fixing a

diameter limit. Defective trees, such as those with heart rot, and

crooked, broken, and limby trees, are taken wherever they furnish a

sound, clean block, often not over 3 or 4 feet long. The top diameter

to which the trees are cut is seldom under 5 inches. Nearly all are

felled and cut into logs with saws to avoid waste. The logs are

skidded into piles b}^ mules and loaded by hand into wagons which

haid them to shipping point or mill. In the past drivable streams

were commonly used in transporting logs to the mills. This practice,

however, has largely been discontinued on account of the loss in

logs and the length of time consumed in transporation. To-day

most of the logs are shipped by rail. The transportation of logs to

mill, the buyer's or cruiser's salary, and the smallness of the areas

which the companies are now forced to log make the total cost of

exploitation large.

Not only is the young growth which remains after lumbering in

danger from fire, but it is widely scattered, and each tree stands

more or less in the open. Left in this way, the second growth

develops into scrubby trees of little promise for pencil timber. Cedar

of this kind is being cut extensively by woodlot owTiers in Alabama
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and Tennessee for posts and poles. Thus it is clear that the yount^

trees receive too little attention, and the result is a gradual deteriora-

tion of the stand on those tracts which originally grew the best cedar.

FUTURE MANAGEMENT.

It can not be expected that the private owner, who now controls

the supply of cedar, will take steps to protect his present crop and to

grow a future one sufficient to insure a constant supply of pencil

material. Among the man}^ reasons why this is so is the private

owner's lack of interest in cedar production, since in most cases his

time is taken up with other business. Moreover, a long-time invest-

ment on a small capital is not desirable, while lack of skill in tending

the crop and lack of knowledge of its rate of growth and final value

all tend to discourage the small timberland owner from managing
his cedar in the best way.

Since this is so, the only chance for a future supply of cedar lies in

a change of ownership. The pencil companies are the most inter-

ested in the future of the tree, and it would seem that the most
practical solution of the problem is for these companies to purchase

the land on which cedar makes a good growth and manage it on a

conservative basis.

The advantages of such an ownership are plain. Timber can be

raised at a cost which insures a fair profit. If the tract is a large

one, the cost of exploiting will be much less than under the present

expensive system. By locating the mill near the tract to be managed
from 2 to 3 cents per cubic foot will be saved on freight rate alone.

Lastly, it would be unnecessary to spend thousands of dollars each

year in sending buyers over the country. This will remove another

great source of expense.

It is therefore evident that two systems of management should be

discussed. These will be designated, for convenience, ^Svoodlot

management" and ''management of large holdings."

WOODLOT MANAGEMENT.

The suggestions given for the management of woodlots are to meet
the needs of the small timberland owner who does not wish to make a

business of raising cedar or to change materially the composition of his

woodlot, yet desires to realize as much as possible from the growing

stock without incurring much expense. To give a detailed system

of management it would be necessary to know the conditions on each

tract. The subject must therefore receive very general treatment.

The present system of leaving the ground littered with brush after

the removal of the larger cedar is very detrimental to future growth.

If tops and brush are to remain on the ground, they should either be

lopped flat or burned.
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If the land is to be left in forest, it would be best to plant young
cedar in the open places (see planting scheme, page 16). This could

be done at. a very small expense during times of leisure. All mature
and defective hardwoods should be removed from the stand in order

to give more growing space to young cedar.

The most important change needed in present practice, however,

is to stop cutting the better stands of second-growth cedar and allow

them, to mature for pencil timber or other products which command
high prices. This does not include open-grown trees, for their preser-

vation would be no gain whatever. Cedars grown in mixture with

hardwoods or in pure stands of moderate densitj" usually are suitable

for pencil wood, and where there is a sufficient number of these on a

tract it will pay to hold them. The profit to be realized will depend
on proximity to market. This factor will also govern largely the use

of the cedar, for it may frequenth^ happen that the owner has salable

timber near a bucket or veneer factory, which by difference in trans-

portation can outbid the pencil companies.

The following tables show the difference in profit from cedar when
cut for posts and when left for pencil timber. The trees are assumed
to be forest-grown, and their sizes at the diiferent ages were taken

from the growth tables.

Table 7 shows the cost and profit or loss of growing cedar without

planting.

Posts are estimated at 6 cents each and the pencil w^ood at 14

cents a cubic foot.

Table 7.

—

Comvayison of pofits in cutting for posts and pencil wood.

Forty-year-oia stand cut for posts. Same at 60 years cut for pencil wood.

Trees Yield
per in
acre. oosts.

'
t I

.^
Yield.

Gross
!
Total

1

Net r^,,^^' .

value, cost,
i

Profit. j^^^JJ^j p^g^g

Gross

2.5

50
100
150
200
250
300

150
300
450
600
750
900
,200

50 $40.

00 40.

Loss.
Loss.
Loss.
Loss.
Loss.
So. 00
14.00
32.00

Cubic i value.
feet,

i

Total
cost.

Net
profit.

Net an-
nual

268
i

$38.00 iSllT.OO

SO. 04
.12
.26

150
300
450
750

535
1,070
1,605
1,605
1,605
1,605
1,605

75.00
150. 00
225. 00
249. 00
273. 00
297.00
344. 00

117. 00
117. 00
117. 00
117. 00
117. 00
117. 00
117. 00

Loss.
Loss.
S33. 00
108.00
132. 00
156. 00
180. 00
227. 00

$0.09
.30
.37
.44
.51
.64

Land at S6 per acre; taxes, 3 cents annual; interest compounded at 5 per cent.

It will be seen that posts can not be raised at a profit unless there

are nearly 250 trees per acre, while for pencil wood a stand of 75 to

80 trees will show at the end of sixt}^ 3"ears a profit of 5 per cent,

which increases with the number of trees per acre.

Table 8 compares the value of cedar stands 40 years old cut for

posts and the same stand twenty years later cut for pencil wood.

It shows that the increase in price of pencil wood over posts fully
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justifies leaving trees, even if there are not more than 20 or 25 per

acre.

Table 8- -Value of cedar for posts and for pencil wood.

Trees per
acre.

Gross value of
40-year stand

for posts.

Value in
twenty years

for pencil
wood.

Rate of inter-
est received
in holding

twenty years
for pencil
wood.

25
50
100
150

$4.50
9.00
18.00
27.00

$38. 00
75.00

150. 00
225. 00

Per cent.

7.2
8.6
9.7

10.1 •

Land at ?6 per acre; taxes, 3 cents annual=60 cents investment at 5 per cent.

MANAGEMENT OF LAKGE HOLDINGS.

The important thing in the management of large bodies of cedar

is to secure a good quality of pencil wood in the shortest possible

time. Under present conditions, to make the investment a paying

one it will be necessary to work always toward rapidity of growth,

even if quality is slightly lowered. With young cedar as it is to-day,

all ages and sizes mixed with hardwoods, dense in places and scat-

tered in others, the problem of management becomes somewhat
complex.

In all cases the less valuable hardwoods which grow with the

cedar should be removed. This will give the cedar which remains

the benefit of light and space. The timber removed should more
than pay for the operation.

In case the young cedar is too large to escape injury if the hard-

woods were removed, the hardwoods instead of being cut should be

girdled. This practice, however, would be necessary only in excep-

tional cases. The present uneven distribution of cedar is another

drav/back to be overcome. This can only be done by planting young
trees in the open places.

By these methods the mixed forest will ultimately be brought to

a pure one of cedar in which age classes are distributed over the area,

so that a constant annual cut can be maintained. This transition

from a mixed to a pure forest will necessarily be slow and will incur

a large initial expense. Until this is done, however, cedar land will

never reach its highest state of productiveness.

Method of planting.—It has already been shown that existing con-

ditions will not bring about naturally a cedar forest of sufficient

density to make it a paying proposition. It is therefore essential to

introduce artificial methods of restocldng the area in order to get an

early and fully stocked stand. The first things to consider, therefore,

are what to plant and how to plant. The cost and efficiency of the

methods will largely regulate this. Since 3^oung seedlings in patches

[Cir. 102]
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are abundant throughout the cedar district, some of these should be

transplanted to the bare areas. This will not only be advantageous
in utilizing the open places, but it will also be very beneficial in thin-

ning out seedlings where their density is abnormal.

The size of the seedlings to plant may vary somewhat. Two to four

year old plants, or those from 6 to 12 inches high, are cheapest to plant

and most likely to thrive. One-year-old seedlings should not be used

on account of their poorly developed root system and inability to

endure much sunlight.

Seedlings grown in moist bottomlands should not be planted in

other situations, since their shallow root system is poorly adapted to

dry uplands. On the other hand, seedlings growQ on deep upland

soil may be planted almost anywhere.

Since the object of the planting is to grow pencil timber, close

spacing would ordinarily be desirable. When it is considered, how-
ever, that this would entail a greater initial expense and a much
longer time to mature the crop, it would seem best to sacrifice some-

what the quality of the timber to the more rapid growth which would

result from wider planting. With a spacing of 6 by 6 feet, or 1,210

trees per acre, the shrubbery on the ground might act as a filler in

crowding the seedlings sufficiently from the side to stimulate heigiit

growth.
Planting scheme for red cedar.

[Spacing, 6 feet by 6 feet.

J

x.xox.xox.xox.
. X X X X X X • X

X X X X X C) X X

. X X X X X X X
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.x.x.x.x.x.x.x
xox . xox . xox . xo
.x.x.x.x.x.x.x
x.xox.xox.xox.

X= First thinning, at 25 years.

, = Second thinning, at 40 to 45 years.

0=Final stand, 17 feet by 17 feet.
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Cost of 2)lantin(/.—The initial cost of j)hintin<^ will vary with ihe

cost of seoclliiigs. If these can be obtained from the imniecliute

neighborhood, as is usually the case, the coct wdll be reduced to a

minimum. If they have to be hauled or shipped, however, the cost

would be $2 per thousand. One man can plant 500 trees per day,

and with wages at $1 per day and a spacing 6 feet by 6 feet, the

total cost of seedlings and planting would be $4.84 per acre.

Management of cedar plantation.—After the plantation has been

established according to plan, the young cedar will require very

little care. A man should be hired by the year to guard the crop

from theft and lire and also to supervise the cuttings.

When the young cedar has reached the age of 20 or 25 years the

crowns should completely fill the growing space. To encourage

growth the stand should then be thinned. Practically one-half the

stand should be removed (as shown in the diagram), which would
leave the trees spaced approximately 8.5 by 8.5. Trees to be

removed should always be marked by a competent man, who will

use care in leaving the most thrifty trees where they do not inter-

fere too greatly with spacing. This thinning should easily pay for

itself in second-class posts.

The young stand is now at an age w^hen the final quality of the

w^ood can be more or less easily adjusted at a small expense, and

pruning, while very impracticable and uncertain in its benefits to

most of our forests, might prove very successful if practiced on red

cedar. This should be done when the trees are less than 4 or 5

inches in diameter, which would allow a complete growing over and

considerably less waste in knots. Any larger-sized trees will receive

but little benefit by this practice.

When the remaining stand is 35 or 40 years old the crowns should

again be crowaling, but to stimulate height growth the second thin-

ning should not be made until about the forty-fifth year, when
height grow^th will be completed. By this encouragement of height

growth for forty years the limbs are spaced farther apart and the

trees have a greater merchantable length.

The object now^ is to put on diameter growth. To do this will

require a heavy thinning w^hich will bring the remaining stand to

the final spacing of 17 by 17 feet. The 455 trees removed will fur-

nish posts worth at least 6 cents each, stumpage. To make the value

of this thinning conservative, 50 per cent of trees are thrown out of

the yield for failures and undersize. The remaining 227 trees should

furnish 680 posts, or $40.80 per acre.

The final stand of 150 trees should be cut wdien from 60 to 80

years old. After the cutting, all brush and tops should be piled and
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burned on the old stumps in order to protect the reproduction which
will have started after the heavy thinning in the fortieth to fort}^-

fifth year. The cost of piling and burning the brush should more
than be paid for in posts taken from the tops of the trees. When
the debris is properly disposed of the area should be restocked by a

combination of artificial and natural methods as already outlined.

Choice of land for cedar.—The hummocks offer several advantages

not found elsewhere for raising cedar, namely, cheapness and con-

solidation. Growth here is fully as good as on the uplands, while

the quality and soundness of the trees are superior.

The disadvantages of such lands lie in their liability to floods and
the dense stands of hardwoods, vines, etc., which cover them. Most
of the hardwood growth and vines would have to be removed pre-

paratory to planting, and it is doubtful if this could be done with-

out a prohibitive initial expense.

The uplands, especially in northern Alabama, Mississippi, and
Tennessee, offer very good opportunities for raising cedar on a large

scale. Regions containing the best young growth should receive

first consideration, since they promise a smaller expense in starting

the crop and quicker returns. In general, the uplands promise the

surest investment, although possibly not the highest returns.

Yield of cedar; financial returns.—Since cedar could not be found

in pure stands of sufficient size for valuation surveys from which to

determine present yield, the figures in the following table are based

entirely on widths of crowns at various ages and under forest con-

ditions. This basis assumes that the trees are evenly spaced (as in

the scheme of planting) and that the trees will continue their pres-

ent rate of growth imder methods of future management which will

undoubtedly tend to increase it. The yields given, therefore, are

conservative.

As a basis for financial returns, the estimated values per cubic

foot stumpage were taken from an average of quotations by the

different pencil companies. Since there is no uniform price for

different-sized trees, the price gradations are assumed on the basis

of waste and per cent of heartwood in the different sizes. It is

thought that these quotations, especially for the older ages, are very

conservative.

The financial returns shown in the table assume an interest rate of

5 per cent, land at $6 per acre, planting at $4.84 per acre, annual

taxes 3 cents, and management 4 cents per acre. These figures are

given as a possible maximum. Much of the land suitable for cedar

raising can be bought for $4 and $5 per acre. The 4 cents estimate

for management is also too high for large tracts.
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The danger from firo will be small, and no fire Hik^s will be noedod

other than natural water courses.

It will be seen that the sixty-year rotation shows the best returns,

yet it is possible that a longer rotation would prove better from the

view point of quality. As to this, however, no definite statement

can be made.

Table 9. -Yields andfinancial returns per acre of red cedar at different ages.

Age.
Trees
per
acre.

Acre yield.
Gross
re-

turns.ff

Total
ex-

pense.

Cost of
growing
per cu-
bic foot.

Esti-
mated
value
per cu-
bic foot.

Net
profit

per acre.

Net
annual

in-

come.

Interest '

on in-
'

vest-
ment.

Thin-
ning.

Final.

Years. No. Posts. Cu.ft. Percent.]
60 150 680 1,605 $310 $221 $0. 085 $0.14 $89 $0.25 5.5
65 145 680 1,840 384 284 .096 .15 100 .22 5.4
70 140 680 2,100 474 365 .108 .16 109 .19 5.4

75 135 680. 2,390 606 468 .122 .18 138 .18 5.3

80 130 680 2,690 763 599 .139 .20 164 .17 5.3

a Gross returns include the value of thinnings.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. In order to have a constant supply of cedar on a sixty-year

rotation, it would be necessary to have approximately 225,000 acres

fully stocked.

2. The present ownership of cedar lands is entirely' unsatisfactory

in supplying the demand for cedar.

3. Existing methods of cutting all classes of second-growth cedar

for posts, etc., are unprofitable and wasteful. It should be preserved

wherever quality and quantity are suitable for pencil wood or other

more valuable products.

4. As a means of perpetuating a constant future supply on a pay-

ing basis, it is suggested that companies interested in this wood pur-

chase large holdings of suitable cedar land and manage the tract for

cedar production on a basis of a sustained annual yield. Cedar can

be grown at a very fair profit for lead pencils.

Approved

:

James Wilson,
Secretary of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C, May 1, 1907.
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